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Abstract

Dialog topic management and background
knowledge selection are essential factors for
the success of knowledge-grounded open-
domain conversations. However, existing mod-
els are primarily performed with symmetric
knowledge bases or stylized with pre-defined
roles between conversational partners, while
people usually have their own knowledge be-
fore a real chit-chat. To address this problem,
we propose a dynamic knowledge graph-based
topical conversation model (DKGT). Given a
dialog history context, our model first builds
knowledge graphs from the context as an imi-
tation of human’s ability to form logical rela-
tionships between known and unknown topics
during a conversation. This logical informa-
tion will be fed into a topic predictor to pro-
mote topic management, then facilitate back-
ground knowledge selection and response gen-
eration. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first attempt to dynamically form knowl-
edge graphs between chatting topics to assist
dialog topic management during a conversa-
tion. Experimental results manifest that our
model can properly schedule conversational
topics and pick suitable knowledge to gener-
ate informative responses comparing to several
strong baselines.

1 Introduction

Conversational AI, especially the open-domain dia-
log system, is an essential and challenging problem
that leads to a variety of applications (Vinyals and
Le, 2015; Serban et al., 2017). Previous works
introduce external background knowledge to help
their systems generate more informative responses
(Li et al., 2016b; Dinan et al., 2018; Ghazvininejad
et al., 2018; Young et al., 2018). However, these
systems are facing a main issue that they tend to
only utilize dialog utterances as queries to match
appropriate knowledge sentences. Table 1 shows
two responses corresponding to the same post. As
can be seen, response1 changes the chatting topic

Chatting topics: William Shakespeare; Sun; Jane Austen
Knowledge: ...... Shakespeare invented the names Miranda,
Jessica, and Olivia. ......
Dialog
......
A: Do you like shakespeare?
B: Yes a little bit. He is often called england’ s national
poet and the "bard of avon".
A: He is a great dramatist that influenced a lot of people,
like Joenesbo.
Response 1: Did you know that Ronald Reagan was
rejected for a movie role because an entertainment executive
didn’ t look presidential enough?
Response 2: I love shakespeare’ s works. Did you know
that he invented the names Miranda, Jessica, and Olivia ?

Table 1: Example responses generated by two models.

abruptly and thus becomes incoherent. By con-
trast, response2 first manages to deepen the current
topic "William Shakespeare", then picks a suitable
knowledge candidate to generate an engaging re-
sponse. Therefore, a good topic managing strategy
is also very crucial to dialog generation.

To solve this problem, some papers propose
to plan a set of conversational topics as chatting
goals in advance to boost knowledge matching and
response generation (Wu et al., 2019; Xu et al.,
2020). However, it is difficult to schedule an ap-
propriate topic transition route beforehand since
topics are switching dynamically during a chit-chat
based on many real-time factors, especially when
two partners have different personal knowledge.
Hence, these methods could not pre-schedule a
topic at each turn properly and thus becoming non-
attractive.

Another problem these knowledge-grounded or
topic-enhanced models might encounter is that they
are typically tested under symmetric knowledge set-
tings (Young et al., 2018), or asymmetric settings
with pre-defined roles (Dinan et al., 2018). Yet peo-
ple usually have unequal personal knowledge prior
to real-world conversations. Hence, such models
cannot reflect the effect of information transferring
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and learning between two strangers, which is cru-
cial to an engaging conversation. This issue will
matter more when there are no pre-defined roles
between two conversation partners.

To solve these problems, in this paper, we study
the problem of topic transitions in open-domain
conversations under both symmetric and asymmet-
ric settings. To this end, we propose a dynamic
knowledge graph-based topical conversation model
(DKGT). Given a dialogue context and a corre-
sponding knowledge base, we first extract knowl-
edge triples from each utterance and then jointly
combine those triples through a static graph atten-
tion mechanism. Such logical information will
then be fed into a topic predictor to predict the next
chatting topic, which assists background knowl-
edge selection and dialog generation. We further
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method on
Topical-Chat (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019), com-
paring to several baselines. The main contributions
of this paper can be wrapped as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
attempt to dynamically mine logical relation-
ships between chatting topics during a conver-
sation to assist topic management, in the form
of knowledge graphs.

• The proposed model has two benefits: 1. The
dynamic built KG can automatically form log-
ical information between chatting topics dur-
ing a conversation, which helps our system
to learn from its conversational partner espe-
cially when they have different prior knowl-
edge. 2. Such logical information can be used
to facilitate topic transition and background
knowledge selection, then prompts coherent
dialog generation.

• Experimental results demonstrate that our
method is capable of scheduling appropriate
topics and picking suitable background knowl-
edge to generate informative and diverse re-
sponses.

2 Related Work

Knowledge-Grounded Open-Domain Dialog
Systems Since traditional end-to-end architectures
(Li et al., 2015; Serban et al., 2017) often generate
generic and dull responses, several works introduce
external background knowledge to produce diverse
context (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018; Dinan et al.,

2018; Li et al., 2019). Although these methods
have obtained promising results, they are facing
two main issues. First, such models are agnostic
to internal topic coherence, which usually leads
to less logical conversations. Second, their con-
versation partners often have pre-defined roles or
the external knowledge provided for these partners
is usually symmetric, which could not reflect real-
world chit-chats.
Topic-aware Conversational models A variety of
approaches proposed to leverage topic information
by recognizing topic words inside or outside the
previous utterances (Xing et al., 2017; Wang et al.,
2018; Dziri et al., 2019). However, simply fusing
topic words into text representations makes these
models ignore logical relationships between topics
and thus fail to perform smooth topic transitions.
Except for applying attention mechanism on topic
words, researchers have also investigated proactive
conversation, whose topic transition and conversa-
tion development are conditioned on pre-scheduled
chatting goals (Li et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019; Xu
et al., 2020). Nevertheless, these models are lim-
ited by pre-defined topic and goal sequences, hence
not applicable to open-domain and open-topic con-
versations.
Graph-enhanced Conversational Models Struc-
tured knowledge has been studied to improve dia-
log generation for a long time (Hixon et al., 2015;
Zhou et al., 2018; Moon et al., 2019; Tuan et al.,
2019). However, these models are mainly based
on pre-defined knowledge graphs, which restrict
their ability under symmetric knowledge settings.
By contrast, our dynamic knowledge graphs enable
our system to learn logical information through the
conversation like humans, which facilitates both
topic management and dialog generation.

3 Model

3.1 Task Definition and Overview

Formally, let D = [x1, x2, ..., xk] be a conversa-
tion history including k utterances, where xi(1 ≤
i ≤ k) stands for the ith utterance. Each xi is as-
sociated with its speaker’s background knowledge
set K, which has been segmented into several sen-
tences [k1, k2, ..., kj ]. Given such information, our
goal is to predict the chatting topic at each turn and
make good use of knowledge set K to generate a
coherent response xi+1.

Figure 1 shows the overview architecture of our
proposed DKGT. Given a conversation history D,
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Figure 1: Overview of our proposed DKGT model.
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Figure 2: Structure of the Dynamic Graph Builder.

the dynamic graph builder first extracts knowledge
triples across specified entities to construct a knowl-
edge graph G = [γ1, γ2, ..., γm], where each triple
is denoted as γ = (h, r, t) (head entity, relation,
tail entity). We then adopt TransE (Bordes et al.,
2013) to obtain vector representationG of knowl-
edge graph G. Next, the topic predictor takes en-
coded representation D and G as input and ap-
plies a MLP-based module to predict the topic label
T . The assigned T enables our model to decrease
knowledge set K to a smaller one K and thus fa-
cilitates further knowledge acquisition. Afterward,
the knowledge retriever adopts another attention
mechanism to obtain a cumulative knowledge rep-
resentation K of the decreased knowledge set K.
Finally, dialog contextD, accumulated knowledge
K, topic vector T and graph vectorG are concate-
nated orderly and fed into a transformer decoder.
Our transformer decoder will then attentively read
the concatenated vector and generates an informa-
tive response.

3.2 Dynamic Graph Builder

As shown in Figure 2, at each turn, the model
first extracts knowledge triples from all individual
sentences that are longer than three words using
an open-source relation extraction tool OpenNRE
(Han et al., 2019) 1. With preassigned entities,
OpenNRE can provide a relation between the head
and tail entity along with a confidential probability
score. In this work, the scope of graph entities is
limited to two categories: topic entities provided by
the Topical-Chat dataset and named entities (except
numerical entities like date and time). To confirm
the quality of generated triples, we manually set
0.7 as a threshold probability score to perform fil-
tering. When a new utterance xi+1 comes in, the
knowledge graph G will be updated dynamically
following the above procedure. This strategy en-
ables our system to learn knowledge and form new
logical relationships in real-time.

For each triple γ = (h, r, t) in graph G, we
adopt TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) to obtain its
low-dimension representation. Moreover, to fill in
the representation gap between raw utterances and
triples, we employ an MLP layer on those triple
embeddings. Therefore, a triple vector γ can be
further denoted as γ = (h, r, t), where h, r, t
are the transformed TransE embeddings of h, r, t
respectively.

The static graph attention mechanism (Zhou
et al., 2018) is then applied to capture semantic
information from entities and their relations. All
the knowledge triple vectors [γ1, γ2, ..., γm] are
jointly computed to generate a graph vectorG:

1https://github.com/thunlp/OpenNRE
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µi = (Wrri)
>tanh(Whhi + Wtti), (1)

ηi =
exp(µi)∑m
j=1 exp(µj)

, (2)

G =

m∑
i=1

ηi[hi; ti], (3)

whereWh,Wr,Wt are weight matrices for h,
r, t, and [hi; ti] denotes the concatenated vector
of hi and ti.

3.3 Encoder
A shared transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017)
encoder is employed to encode dialog utterances,
knowledge sentences and topic labels. In this task,
the topic label Ti of each utterance xi is a word
or phrase that refers to an entity in the pre-defined
topic entity set 2. To better capture the structural
information between utterances, the dialog history
input at turn i is defined as the concatenation of
previous utterances Di = [x1;x2; ...;xi]. We use
Di,ki,Ti,Ts to symbol the encoded counterparts,
where Ts is the encoded representation for all topic
entities in the pre-defined set.

3.4 Topic Predictor
At each turn i, upon obtaining knowledge graph
vectorG, dialog history vectorDi ,topic vector Ti
and Ts, a three-layer MLP-based module is applied
to predict the topic label of the next utterance. We
concatenate the first token’s (the [CLS] token) hid-
den state from both dialog context vectorDi , topic
vectors Ti and Ts as input to attain a probability
distribution of the next topic label Ti+1:

Ti+1 =Softmax(MLP ([Difirst ;Tsfirst ;Tifirst ;G])),
(4)

where Difirst
, Tsfirst and Tifirst

are the first
token’s hidden states forDi ,Ti and Ts.

3.5 Knowledge Retriever
During the whole chat, each speaker has access to
a specific knowledge set K that includes dozens of
candidates ki. However, it is challenging for exist-
ing models to handle large knowledge bases at once.
Hence, we operate a general attention mechanism
between dialog context and knowledge candidates
to get an informative knowledge representation. A

2Topical-chat provides three topic entities for each conver-
sation, which consists of our topic set.

sentence embedding layer (Cer et al., 2018) will
first obtain sentence-level representations of Di

and knowledge representation ki as Ds
i and ksi .

Next, given the predicted topic Ti+1, we can pick
Ti+1 related knowledge from the original knowl-
edge set to form Ksmall. Our model then orderly
attends on each knowledge candidate in Ksmall to
generate a knowledge representation for the next
turn as below:

αm = ks>
m WDs

i
Ds

i , (5)

βm =
exp(αm)∑NKsmall

j=1 exp(αj)
, (6)

Ki+1 =

NKsmall∑
m=1

βmks
m, (7)

where WDs
i

is the weight matrix for Ds
i and

NKsmall
is the number of candidates in Ksmall.

Ki+1 is the final knowledge representation to be
used in the decoding part.

3.6 Decoder and Loss Function

As illustrated in Figure 1, we adopt another trans-
former as a decoder to generate coherent responses,
whose structure is the same as the encoder. Our
decoder generates responses with the following
procedure:

Formally, let the gold token distribution be Γk

and the predicted token distribution be ∆k, we
optimize our model’s parameters by minimizing
the cross entropy error between these two distribu-
tions. Besides, we employ supervised signals on
the topic predictor to teacher-force the model to
predict a suitable topic. Finally, the loss function
between generated sequence Y and ground truth
X (X = (x1, x2, ..., xn), Y = (y1, y2, ..., ym))
at turn i is formulated as:

L(θ) = −λ1

m∑
k=1

Γklog(∆k) − λ2

Nset∑
j=1

T g
i+1j

log(T p
i+1j

),

(8)

where T g
i+1j

and T p
i+1j

are the ground truth la-
bel and predicted probability distribution at turn
i+ 1 respectively. λ1 and λ2 stand for the weights
of our two loss terms, and Nset is the number of
topic labels in the pre-defined topic set. In our
experiments, λ1 and λ2 are set to 1 and 20.
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Config Train Valid Freq Valid Rare Test Freq Test Rare

Dialogs

A 1181 62 73 44 70
B 1144 54 75 34 78
C 1298 58 78 31 72
D 1205 54 80 122 85

Total 4828 228 306 231 305

Utterances

A 24,609 1,272 1,531 934 1,466
B 23,888 1,118 1,548 699 1,632
C 27,151 1,225 1,624 647 1,488
D 25,199 1,137 1,654 2,579 1,816

Total 100,847 4,752 6,357 4,859 6,402

Table 2: Statistics of the dataset.

Set Total Number Averaged per Dialog
Train 52829 10.9
Valid Freq 2210 9.7
Valid Rare 3070 10.0
Test Freq 2139 9.3
Test Rare 3115 10.2

Table 3: Statistics of extracted triples on different sets.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

In this work, we use a public released dataset
Topical-Chat 3 , which contains thousands of
knowledge-grounded conversations spanning 300
specific topics. 4 To enhance the effect of knowl-
edge graphs on this dataset, we firstly used Open-
NRE to extract triples for every utterance, then
filtered out conversations with less than 5 triples.
The statistics of our downsampled dataset and ex-
tracted triples are shown in Table 2 and Table 3
respectively.

4.2 Obtaining Topic Labels

Although Topical-Chat does not provide topic an-
notation for each utterance directly, workers have
attached their choice of knowledge scope at each
turn during crowd-sourcing, which can then be con-
verted into topic labels automatically. Hence, we
first obtained ground truth topic labels in the fol-
lowing steps:

1. If a given knowledge source is solely related
to a fun fact under one of the topic entities,
this topic entity will become the topic label.

3https://github.com/alexa/alexa-prize-topical-chat-dataset
4We recommend readers to read (Gopalakrishnan et al.,

2019)

2. If a given knowledge source is solely related
to an article sentence, the topic which appears
most frequently will become the topic label.

3. While an utterance equips multiple knowledge
sources, we take its closest utterance(e.g. i+1
and i− 1 given i) ’s topic as the topic label.

4. If “Personal Knowledge" appears in the
knowledge source, we ignore it for simplic-
ity. When “Personal Knowledge" is the only
knowledge source, the strategy in step3 will
be performed to generate a topic label.

Although step3 acts as an estimate of the current
chatting topic and might bring some biases, our
topic annotation is still effective in two ways: First,
the accurate annotation step1 and step2 have cov-
ered most of the utterances in the dataset (e.g. 82.3
% in the training corpus); Second, topic transi-
tion in a dialog usually happens after several turns,
which means the topic label at turn i is often the
same as turn i−1 and turn i+1. More importantly,
the above strategy highly reduces human efforts
when annotating data.

4.3 Baselines

To make an empirical comparison, we choose the
following baseline models:
Seq2Seq-TF: A simple sequence to sequence ar-
chitecture (Vinyals and Le, 2015) that applies
transformer-based encoder and decoder. We also
add a topic classifier at the top of each utterance
representation to perform topic prediction for fur-
ther comparison.
Wizard-TF is a transformer-based memory net-
work for document-grounded open-domain dialog
generation (Dinan et al., 2018). It takes context
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vectors as queries to match a single knowledge can-
didate to generate responses. A topic predictor is
also added for our evaluation.

For our proposed DKGT model, we further
devise two variants for comparison and ablation
study:
DKGT w/ all Know is used to evaluate the effect
of the topic predictor. After predicting a topic for
the next turn, the size of the knowledge set will not
be decreased by the predicted topic and the model
needs to match background knowledge from the
raw knowledge base.
DKGT w/o Graph: A variant without the dynamic
graph module. This setup aims to check the effec-
tiveness of our proposed dynamic graph builder.

4.4 Implementation Details

We apply PyTorch 5 to perform all the experi-
ments. During data preprocessing, the max se-
quence length is 128 for dialog history utterances,
50 for responses, 64 for knowledge candidates, and
10 for topic entities respectively. For Wizard Tran-
former, we follow their original hyperparameter
settings. For other transformer-based models, their
hidden size is 512. The number of layers of en-
coder and decoder is set to 3 while the number of
attention heads in multi-head attention is 4. All
the transformer modules are based on Hugging
Face’s framework 6. In the dynamic graph builder,
we adopt TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) to generate
entity and relation representations, and the embed-
ding size of both entities and relations is set to 100.
For decoding, we apply the Top-p sampling strat-
egy proposed by (Holtzman et al., 2019) with a
temperature of 0.7, and the threshold of the cumu-
lative probability is 0.9. During training, we use
the AdamW optimizer with a batch size of 64. The
gradient clip is limited to 0.1. We take the first
two training epochs as a warm-up process and the
learning rate is set to 0.0001(except Wizard-TF).
All the models are trained for at most 30 epochs
and the training stops when the perplexity on the
validation freq set starts to increase. The training
stage of each model took about two and a half days
on a Titan X GPU machine.

4.5 Automatic Evaluation

Metrics: In our experiments, we use perplexity
(PPL) and BLEU 1-gram to evaluate our system at

5https://pytorch.org/
6https://huggingface.co/

Model PPL BLEU-1% Dist-1% Acc
Seq2Seq-TF 36.82 23.03 1.37 0.395
Wizard-TF 37.67 22.41 1.41 0.307
DKGT w/all Know 36.54 23.44 1.49 0.782
DKGT w/o Graph 35.97 23.41 1.42 0.765
DKGT 36.08 23.58 1.46 0.780

Table 4: Automatic evaluation results.

the content level. We also adopt distinct 1-gram (Li
et al., 2016a) to assess the diversity of generated
responses. To evaluate our models at the topic level,
we calculate the accuracy between the predicted
topic label and the ground truth topic label.
Results: Table 3 shows the automatic evaluation
results for all the models. As can be seen, DKGT
outperforms Wizard-TF and Seq2Seq-TF on all the
metrics, demonstrating that our model can generate
more fluent and informative responses with the
help of all the proposed strategies. Moreover, the
topic accuracy scores of Seq2Seq-TF and Wizard-
TF are extremely low. This is due to their lack
of additional supervision signals on topic labels
during training.

To examine the influence of different modules,
we also perform an ablation study using two vari-
ant models. As we can see, after removing the
dynamic kg module, topic accuracy drops a lot,
proving that the dynamic kg module augments our
system’s ability to manage dialog topics since it
stores logical information between topic entities.
Although DKGT w/o Graph attains the lowest per-
plexity score, our model not only achieves a similar
perplexity score but also obtains the highest BLEU-
1 value, showing that it can perform proper topic
management without sacrificing content fluency. In
practice, topic accuracy is more important than per-
plexity in consideration of the generated responses
are already fluent with the perplexity of 36.82. Be-
sides, comparing to DKGT w/all Know, our model
performs better on both perplexity and BLEU-1.
This is because proper topic prediction highly re-
duces the difficulty of picking suitable knowledge,
thus facilitate response generation. Note that it is
reasonable for DKGT w/all Know to get the highest
Dist-1 score since it encounters the whole knowl-
edge base.

4.6 Manual Evaluation
To better evaluate the generated responses, we fur-
ther perform a manual evaluation. We randomly
sampled 200 posts from the test frequent and rare
set (50 posts for each knowledge setting) respec-
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Opponent Win Loss Tie
DKGT vs. Seq2Seq-TF*** 39.0% 22.5% 38.5%
DKGT vs. Wizard-TF* 36.0% 30.0% 34.0%
DKGT vs. DKGT w/all Know*** 35.5% 21.0% 43.5%
DKGT vs. DKGT w/o Graph*** 42.0% 17.0% 41.0%

Table 5: Manual evaluation results. We conducted two-
tailed binomial test to obtain the p-value. * refers to p
< 0.05, ** refers to p< 0.01 and ** refers to p< 0.001
respectively.

tively to conduct a pair-wise comparison between
DKGT and one of the other four baselines.
Annotation settings: Three annotators are asked
to evaluate these 800 pairs independently with the
following rules: (1) Given a post and relevant top-
ics, annotators are required to rate among ’win’,
’lose’ and ’tie’ (response1 versus response2) on
two generated responses. (2) Model identifiers
are masked during annotation. (3) If three anno-
tators give three distinct answers, the result will
be counted as ’tie’. Before the annotation starts,
annotators were trained with a few examples to
understand three criteria comprehensively:

• Topic appropriateness: whether a generated
response appropriately deepens or widens the
current conversation topic smoothly.

• Content coherency: whether a response is
relevant and fluent to the given dialog history
and the knowledge base.

• Response informativeness: whether a re-
sponse is diverse and informative like pro-
duced by humans.

Annotators attained a Krippendorff’s α of 0.469
on 200 mutually-labeled pairs, indicating moderate
agreement.
Results: The results are shown in Table 4. It can
be seen that our proposed model outperforms all
the other baselines significantly. Besides, both the
knowledge retriever and the dynamic graph builder
boost the generated responses to become more ac-
ceptable to humans with a percentage of 14.5% and
25%, indicating that our model can better perform
topic management and response generation with
these proposed strategies.

It is worth noting that when comparing to DKGT
w/o Graph, DKGT got the highest "Win" rate
(42.0%) and the lowest "Lose" rate (17%), yet auto-
matic evaluation results show that they have similar
perplexity scores. By checking the annotation ex-
amples, we found that in most cases, though DKGT

Model Config PPL Acc

Wizard-TF

A 36.37 0.290
B 37.81 0.312
C 33.24 0.344
D 40.63 0.295

DKGT w/o Graph

A 34.91 0.778
B 36.36 0.770
C 31.92 0.759
D 38.47 0.758

DKGT

A 34.94 0.786
B 36.37 0.776
C 32.18 0.768
D 38.60 0.781

Table 6: Automatic evaluation results under different
knowledge settings. Config A and B are asymmetric
settings while C and D are symmetric settings.

Opponent Config Win Loss Tie

DKGT vs. Wizard-TF

A 42% 28% 30%
B 44% 20% 36%
C 30% 26% 44%
D 32% 42% 26%

DKGT vs. DKGT w/o Graph

A 40% 20% 40%
B 52% 12% 36%
C 38% 14% 48%
D 38% 22% 40%

Table 7: Manual evaluation results under different
knowledge settings.

w/o Graph could predict the correct topic label for
the next turn, it fails to pick a suitable knowledge
candidate from the decreased knowledge base since
it does not store relationships between topic enti-
ties. Moreover, DKGT w/o Graph tends to explore
topics abruptly, while coherent transitions usually
appear in DKGT’s responses, which further proves
the effectiveness of the dynamic graph module.

4.7 Analysis of results under different
knowledge settings

To examine our model’s ability to conduct conver-
sations under asymmetric knowledge settings, we
further perform experiments under different configs
between three representative models. Topical-Chat
equips four types of prior knowledge settings be-
tween two conversational partners naming config A,
B, C and D, where config A and config B represent
asymmetric in entity-level fun facts and entity-level
Wikipedia descriptions respectively. For automatic
evaluation, we split the test set based on different
configs and calculate corresponding perplexity and
topic accuracy scores. For manual evaluation, we
directly obtain the "win", "lose" and "tie" rates
from our annotation results.
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As shown in Table 5, DKGT and DKGT w/o
Graph beats Wizard-TF on perplexity steadily un-
der the four different knowledge settings, indicat-
ing that the topic predictor, as well as knowledge
retriever can help with picking suitable knowledge
to generate responses regardless of the symmetry of
knowledge between two partners. Although DKGT
has higher perplexity scores than DKGT w/o Graph
with all the configs due to its consideration on topic
accuracy, the gaps under config A and config B are
much smaller, demonstrating that our system can
use dynamic graphs to capture semantic informa-
tion from the dialog history, then facilitates context
generation. Moreover, our model still keeps the
highest topic accuracy under all knowledge settings
with a relatively high score on the two asymmetric
datasets, which further proves that logical informa-
tion stored in dynamic graphs can assist our model
to manage chatting topics more appropriately.

Manual evaluation results in Table 6 also clarify
the importance of the dynamic graph module when
handling asymmetric knowledge bases. Compar-
ing to DKGT w/o Graph, DKGT has an average
"win" rate of 46% on asymmetric sets, while the
value drops to 38% on the other two sets. Also,
the average "loss" and "tie" rates on asymmetric
sets decrease correspondingly (16% versus 18%
and 38% versus 44%). These results further il-
lustrate that our proposed dynamic graph module
could facilitate the model to perform topic tran-
sition smoothly then generates more human-like
responses, especially when the prior knowledge
between two partners is not equal.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a dynamic knowledge
graph-based topical conversation model (DKGT) to
perform coherent topic transitions under both sym-
metric and asymmetric knowledge settings. Specif-
ically, a dynamic graph builder that constructs
knowledge graphs from the context to form log-
ical relationships between known and unknown
topics is introduced to assist topic management.
Automatic and manual evaluation results show that
DKGT can not only schedule dialog topics properly
but also generate informative responses preferred
by humans.

In the future, we will further explore the usage
of our proposed dynamic knowledge graph strategy
to improve chatbot’s interpretability, which may
depend on some inferential methods like multi-

hop reasoning. We release our codes at https:
//github.com/wujunjie1998/DKGT.
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